We study sorne aspects of the multivariate Box-Cox transformation to normality which have received little attention in the literature.
[,
We study sorne aspects of the multivariate 8ox-Cox transformation to normality which have received Httle attention in the literature. [ Note that the transformation in (l) is inciexed by the scalar parameter A.
Consider now a p-variate random vector X=(X. ..., X)' such that [ 
max 2 n n n PROOF. Define D=diag(J~/n,
Taking aeeount that and reealling express ion (3). the result (4) follows.
• For computational purposes. expression (4) shows that the MLE estimator Í\ is obtained by minimizing in !I. the determinant
n n n whle ' h d epen d s on th e nxp ma t ' rlX Z(/\) . It " 1 lS easl y seen t h at expressIOn
generalizes the minimization problem assoeiated with the determination of the MLE of i\ in the scalar case of modelO), Recall that the (i,j) element of the determinant in (5) is of the form it is common to encounter computing overflow problems in· the determination of the jacobian J!I.(X). particularly when n is large. We can use lemma 2.1 aboye to derive the following invariance property of Í\ whieh is useful for overcoming these inconveniences. 
where Q is the px1 vector Q=(Ql' .... q/. Expression directly from (7) by observing that (I -1 l' loH =0.
• n n n n (6) follows 
INFERENCE ON THE TRAN5FORMATION PARAMETER A
Under model (2). we can obtain. on the basis of 
The main problem in dealing with (0) The advantage of this approach, in relation to the confidence region (8), is that approximate confidence regions can be explicitly computed. This is important because, when pi!:2, the usual graphical estimation of the transformation parameter, which is E~xtremely useful in the scalar case, is no longer feasible.
7
Recall that model j=l, ... ,p. Model (2) 4. EFFICIENCY CON51DERATION5
(2) implies the p marginal models [
M M
In fact, we have the following theorem. zero and variance-covariance matrix V(I\,cZl), sayo By the asymptotic l_, optimality of the MLE estimator of (l\,cZl) under model (2), we get that
and the same is true for the submatrices which correspond to A . Therefore, J (A,A)~J(A,A). Note that the diagonal entries of the matrix J (A,A), name1y, 2/(30' ) and 2/(30' ), agree with the expression of the 
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